
the scenario forecasts combined with the TAPCUT 
policies, where more variables were changed between 
successive model runs. As the project was parti
cularly concerne·d with synergistic effects from 
demographic, land use, and vehicle changes in addi
tion to the transportation energy-conservation pol
icy actions, this sensitivity analysis w<is essential 
in understan.ding the more compl.ex and comprehensive 
analysis reported in a paper by Stuart, LaBelle, 
Kaplan, and Johnson elsewhere in this Record. 

In surranary, the UTPAP is a sketch-planning model 
package that incorporates state-of-the-art, house
hold-based, disaggregate travel. demand models for 
mode and destination choice, with detailed specifi
cation of automobile technologies. It is useful in 
analyzing both the short- and long-term implications 
of city-specific transportation planning policies, 
and it provides summaries of transportation, fuel
consumption, air quality, public health, and safety 
impacts. Stratified by both type of household and 
geographic area of occurrence, these measures are 
valuable in assessing the social equity of transpor
tation policy impacts. 
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Technology Assessment of Productive Conservation 1n 
Urban Transportation: An Overview 
DAVID 0. MOSES, SARAH J. LaBELLE, and MARTIN J. BERNARD 

ABSTRACT 

Travel within urban areas accounted for 
about one-third of all the person miles of 
travel and about 5 quads of energy in 1975. 

Two energy-saving strategies were designed 
for thi s sector that were aimed at minimal 
disruption to life-styles and the economy 
while achieving the reductions in aggregate 
energy, especially petroleum, consumption. 
These productive conservation strategies 
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were tested in three typical cities; results 
were expanded to national urban totals and 
compared with results under a reference 
forecast of in-place policies. one strategy 
stressed group travel, whereas the other 
promoted individual travel. A scenario 
approach was used for projection of economic 
a nd social V<".rillhl es. Both s trateqies saved 
energy . Trips per person declined undec the 
gr<'>UP travel strategy , which s uggests that 
its greater enei;gy savings were at the ex
pense of some decrease in mobility. ~he 

impacts of environmental 'degradation and 
traffic fatalities were significantly dif
ferent under the group travel strategy and 
were better than impacts under either the 
individual travel strategy or the in-place 
policy. 

The transportation sector directly consumes one
quarter of the energy used in this country, with 
automobile passenger travel accounting for half of 
the energy supply for the transportation s ec tor. 
Because of rising fuel prices and intermittent sup
ply shortages, federal, state, and local governments 
have begun to introduce various strategies (combina
tions of policies and technologies) designed to 
conserve urb~n transportation ~nerqy while maintain
ing a productive economy . 

The environmental consequences o f many of the 
conservation strategies have not been adequately 
assessed. As a result, a technology assessment 
project sponsored by t he U.S . Department of Energy 
(DOE) was initiated in late 1979. The goals of the 
project were to provide a desodption of several 
alternative strategies that promote energy conserva
tion in the urban passenger transportation sector, a 
better understanding of the environmental impacts of 
such strategies , and an identification of the con
straints to the implementation of such strategies . 

The study is the Technology Assessment of Produc
tive Conservation in Urban Transportation ('rApCU'r) . 
The background , structure , and preliminary results 
of TAPCUT are presented in this paper. 

BACKGROUND 

The transportation sector is almost entirely depen
dent on petroleum (l_-ll. For the past 30 years 
transportation has accounted for more than one-half 
of the petroleum used or one-fourth of total energy 
consumed in the United States. Passenger cars alone 
account for half of the energy in the transportation 
sector. 

Intraurban travel (i.e., travel that occurs with
in an urban area) corresponds to about one-third of 
all person miles of travel (PMT). In the absence of 
transportation controls [which to date have been 
strategies of reducing vehicle miles of travel (VMT) 
that were developed for air quality control plans], 
urban travel was expected to increase in proportion 
to changes in population. 

Most forecasts assume that the automobile will 
continue to be the dominant urban travel mode, be
cause average income is projected to rise faster 
than the costs of owning and operating a car . Tran
sit ridership, which has steadily declined 'since 
World War II, has leveled off and has even shown 
slight increases since the oil embargo of 1973. 
Nevertheless, under current policies transit patron
age, which accounts for about 2 percent of urban 
travel in most regions, is expected to achieve lit
tle if any growth. 

To date the single most effective force in im
proving urban travel efficiency has been the corpo-
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rate average fuel economy (CAFE) legislation in 
1975. By 1985 total automobile fuel consumption 
should be less than that in 1975 because of improved 
veh icl~ efficic.:-:.c~'. Ho'.·.'e,.rer, t-hP ~ontinued increases 
in travel will eventually overcome this advantage, 
so that by the year 2000 energy consumption is pre
dicted to surpass 1975 levels . 

Figure 1 illustrates both the range of projected 
increases in travei as well as selected forecasts of 
automobile energy use . This figure shows the con
s istenoy of the view that vehicle fuel-efficiency 
improvements would have only a temporary effect on 
energy , and especially gasoline, consumption. 
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FIGURE 1 Selected projections of automobile energy. 

With the real cost of gasoline declining since 
the 1950s , except for 1973 and 1980 in which it rose 
slightly in real ·terms, there have not been any 
clear signals to the American motorist that conser
vation was either a desirable or necessary behavior. 
Intermittent interruptions in gasoline supplies and 
price increases have served as sharp rnminders to 
the public of the vulnerability of the current 
transportation system . The response has been a 
rapid increased demand for fuel-efficient vehicles 
and at least a short-term reduction in travel. 

As indicated by changes in automobile purchase 
behavior and transit ridership , individuals are 
looking for solutions to the problem of remaining 
mobile while not greatly changing the amount of time 
and money devoted to travel . Declining domestic 
petroleum production coupled with the current xpec
tation of no .major market penetrations of alterna
tive fuels and vehicles before the year 2000 (even 
the cumulative effect o f e lectr le vehl · les , which 
may be introduced by 1985, are not expected to be 
major before 2000) leads directl'.r" to the heart of 
the problem: What can be done in the interim and 
what wp uld be the effects of those actions? 

Within DOE one responsibility is the conduct of 
technology assessments that identify the environmen
tal consequences of various energy policies. Tech
nology assessment is a form of policy study that 
systematically defines, explores , and evaluates both 
the direct and indirect economic, social , environ
mental, and institutional consequences of the intro
duction or expansion of new technologies or policies 
in society. The need for a technology assessment in 
the t.ransportation sector was apparent in mid-1979, 
and a literature analysis was initiated to identify 
what was known about the problem. 

PROBLEM REFINEMENT 

An extensive literature analysis of 
studies produced in recent years 

transportation 
yielded data 
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sources and identified issues where either the anal
ysis was incomplete, of questionable quality, or the 
study had little effect on policy (4). The informa
tion gained from the literature analysis, when syn
thesized with current major issues in the transpor
tation sector, provided an initial list of candidate 
technology assessment studies. To narrow this list 
three major bounding decisions, as illustrated in 
Figure 2, were applied: 

LITER A-
TURE 

REVIEW 

' 
SYNTHESIS 

- GAPS IN STUDIES EXAMINED 
- CURRENT TRANSPORTATION ISSUES 
- DOE I EV I OTI MISSION 

' 
TA BOUNDING CRITERIA 

I IMPORTED OIL REDUCTION I -
I F!•Dl.'CE DEMAND I I INCREASE SUPPLY I 

(MANY EFFORTS) 

• 
I MARKET ORIENTATION 11 MODE ORIENTATION I 

(TOO NARROW) 

' 
POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT ENVIRONMENTAL 

HEAL TH SAFETY AND SOCIOECONOMIC IMPACTS 

• I TA PROJECT DEFINITION I 

FIGURE 2 Problem refinement process. 

1. The study had to be within DOE's purview of 
reducing dependency on foreign petroleum, 

2. The study would emphasize demand-reducing 
rather than supply-increasing strategies, and 

3. The study would take the more comprehensive 
market or transportation demand approach (as opposed 
to a single mode orientation) i this approach groups ' 
travel modes according to use, which requires con
sideration of modal shifts and relative modal ad
vantages. 

The candidate studies were then examined to deter
mine if significant environmental impacts were an
ticipated to warrant the technology assessment. 

At the conclusion of the problem refinement pro
cess, a technology assessment project was defined 
that would 

1. Cover the urban passenger transportation 
market, 

2. Emphasize conservation (reduction of foreign 
petroleum demand) strategies, 

3. Span the present-to-2000 time period within 
two bounding futures, 

4. Consider both policy and technology alterna
tives, and 

5. Focus on environmental (broadly defined) 
impacts. 

From this definition the specific objectives of the 
technology assessment project were developed. 

PROJECT OBJECTIVES 

'!'he technology as;;s;;essment described in this paper 
was designed to investigate the potential environ
mental, health, and safety impacts of two alterna
tive productive conservation strategies. Productive 
conservation strategies are defined as being neither 
disruptive of the economy nor of the American life
style but instead encourage conservation in various 
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sectors, including transportation (5). 
Because by this definition pr~uctive conserva

tion promotes energy savings in a manner that is 
neither economically nor socially disruptive, spe
cial attention was paid to the unanticipated diffuse 
impacts of the strategies, a task well suited to the 
technology assessment format. 

Th is technology assessment was designed to meet 
several broad objectives: 

1. An identification of internally consistent 
(mutually reinforcing policy or technology elements 
following a specific theme) productive conservation 
strategies that will aid in the reduction of the 
United States' dependence on petroleum in urban 
transportation, 

2. A comparative analysis of the energy savings 
and environmental impacts of the various productive 
conservation strategies, and 

3. An analysis of the issues and the barriers 
that may constrain these productive conservation 
strategies from becoming effective. 

A broader discussion of each objective follows. 

Identification of Potential for Energy Conservation 

The concept of productive conservation as applied to 
urban passenger travel can be partly defined as 
reducing energy consumption, especially consumption 
of petroleum-based fuels, while maintaining social 
interaction. The potential for this is substantial 
simply because energy has never been an important 
factor in financing and operating urban transporta
tion systems. 

These urban automobile-oriented systems are 
energy intensive as currently operated. The single
occupant vehicles operated within these systems were 
most often designed for comfort and speed in an era 
of cheap energy. That many proposals to reduce this 
energy intensity have been developed argues that 
reduction is possible even within the constraints of 
productive conservation. The matching of alternative 
strategies comprised of policy and technology ele
ments to the distinct types of in-place systems 
(which can physically change only gradually during 
the time frame of the study) in three city classes 
promises to increase the potential for finding sig
nificant energy savings. 

Comparison of" Environmental, Health , and 
Safety Impacts 

The transportation energy-conservation policies that 
were studied were for the most part similar to those 
measures necessary to improve environmental quality. 
That is, there were trade-offs between impacts on 
different environmental subsystems and, in some 
cases where energy-conservation strategies had nega
tive environmental impacts, the design of mitigation 
strategies or redesign of the initial conservation 
strategy is required. 

TAPCUT included a broad environmental impact 
analysis for each strategy and is now using the 
results of impact analyses to indicate where further 
mitigation of impacts might be required. 

Analysis OI Barriers to Implementation 

A study of the impacls or any JJruJJused new JJUlicy or 
technology element must include some consideration 
of its feasibility. This study was concerned with 
the feasibility of implementation, but it did not 
undertake any assessment of commercialization or a 
detailed barrier analysis. Instead these issues and 
concerns were incorporated in two places: develop-
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ment of the strategies and the environmental impact 
analysis. Cost and management or administrative bar
riers were considered in choosing policy elements 
tor the productive conservation ~trdt~yi~~. 

The study' s definition of environmental impact 
assessment covers many of the issues often included 
in barrier analysis: resource use and institutional, 
social, and economic impacts. Questions of equity in 
tax-based policies, of the impacts of labor unions, 
of safety on roads with smaller automobiles and 
large trucks, and of fuel economy and engine emis
sions trade-offs were considered. 

Thi! i;tdlt!•uf-soci@ty a.e.eumptiono aaoooiatcd with 
the socioeconomic impact analysis also provided a 
framework for evaluating the societal change that 
accompanied the implementation of the technological 
deve l opment s. These assumptions characterized the 
future society's economic and social systems, demo
graphic make-up, institutional structure, as well as 
attitudes and values. 

PROJECT STRUCTURE 

The overall flow of the project is shown in Figure 
3. Travel demand analysis was performed for each of 
three typical cities under policies now in place and 
forecast to continue. Environmental impact analysis 
of the forecast travel was also city specific. The 
two p r oductive conserv·ation ::;tr.ategie.e--group tra 1Jel 
and individual travel--were defined, and the travel 
and environmental impacts were then estimated. The 
final step is the overall comparison of policy-driv
en results in contrast to the results under in-place 
policies. 

IN-PLACE STRATEGY 
(H,L) 

TRANSPORTATION 
DEMAND ANALYSIS 

(S,M,L) 

IMPACT ANALYSIS 

~~~ 
ENERGY & 

ENVIRONMENT 

FIGURE 3 TAPCU'l' project flow. 

The task structure designed to meet the project 
goals is .. howo l Figure ~ . The other p;:iper2 pre
s ented in this Record on TAPCOT relate to this 
structure, Hudson and Putnam discuss the design of 
the technologies: Sar icks, vyas, and Bunch present 
the forecasts of the supply of transportation: the 
city selection and expansion to national totals are 
covered by Peterson; Kaplan, Gur, and Vyas address 
the method for household travel demand forecasting: 
and Stuart, LaBelle, Kaplan, and Johnson highlight 
the changes in travel demand that result from the 
policies. The scenarios used as background in the 
analysis and the energy-conservation policies are 
briefly presented in this paper, as well as the 
method and prelimi nary results for the environmental 
impact analysis. Further detail is presented in the 
project final report (~). 

Scenarios 

Selected features of the two ·scenarios defined for 
this project are shown in Figure 5. These variables 
were considered scenario variables because they are 
out of the realm of direct control of the decision 
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FIGURE 4 TAPCUT project structure. 
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FIGURE 5 Scenario summary. 

Disa ssociation 
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makers of interest in this project. Clearly, some 
of these variables will be affected indirectly by 
decisions made regarding energy conservation in 
transportation; however, these interactions are not 
of the first order and are not modeled directly in 
this project. The two scenarios can be briefly 
distinguished as scenario I (wealthy scenario with 
h i gh technology success) a nd scena rio I II (re l a
tively poor scenario with low technology success). 
The major differences between the scenarios that 
affect travel demand were in the forecast retail 
fuel price and the average income (in 1975 dollars). 
The range of difference in other variables was not 
sufficiently large to account for significant dif
ferences in the travel forecasts. 

The rate of change in fuel price as shown is an 
average annual value from 1990 to 2000. The rate of 
change from 1980 to 1990 was higher than the 20-year 
rate in both scenarios. The rate of change in gross 
national product (GNP) is given as an average for 
the years 1975 to 2000. A 5-year cycle was built in 
to the annual GNP level. 

Metropolitan population represented the percent
age of national population residing in standard 
metropolitan statistical areas (SMSAs) in 2000 in 
each scenario, against the'same national total. The 
Census Series II forecast of 260.3 78 million persons 
in 2000 was the national base. 

Energy supply was forecast but was not directly 
used for the demand analysis. The demand for energy 
in urban local travel can be compared against demand 
by ·consuming sectors and against various supply 
forecasts. The scenario assumption on environmental 
regulation, by contrast, influenced which set of 
automotive emission standards was used in the air 
quality impact analysis i for scenario III the 
changes scheduled to take effect in 1983 and beyond 
were cancelled. The social aggregation assumptions 
influenced land use forms primarily, which led to 
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higher employment densities in scenario I than in 
scenario III. 

City Forecasts 

Starting from a data base for 237 metropolitan 
areas, three typical metropolitan areas were identi
fied for study in this project. A method was devel
oped to select the cities based on characteristics 
relevant to transportation energy consumption, such 
as average daily travel, household income, and popu
lation density. Three cities were selected that 
constituted extreme examples along the three dimen
sions defined from city characteristics that in
fluenced transportation energy use. One dimension 
identified large cities with satisfactory transit 
systems: this was called Megatown. The second 
dimension, called Sprawlburg, involved new, fast
growing sprawl cities. The third dimension identi
fied midwestern, industrial towns that were smaller 
in population than the other two: it was termed 
Slowtown. All metropolitan areas in the nation were 
related to these three dimensions. A linear expan
sion method was also developed, which allowed na
tional urban forecasts to be made by using the de
tailed forecast of the three typical cities. 

The TAPCUT forecasting effort focused on the 
details of the three cities by using actual travel 
and land use data files from the cities as the base 
and by using the cities' forecast as a reference for 
all scenario-specific forecasts. Forecasts of em
ployment activity by type and residential location 
were made for each city under the conditions of each 
scenario, with some modification for policy impacts. 
The forecast independent variables for TAPCUT for 
typical cities (by scenario and year) are as follows: 

1. Residential location--total households, 
household size, earners per household, average in
come, and household location: central business dis
trict (CBD), center city, suburban, or exurban: and 

2. Employment activity--total employment, loca
tion of employment, development density, and type of 
employment: manufacturing, retail, service, or other. 

Travel Demand Forecasts 

The city-specific forecasts previously described 
were organized for input to the travel demand model
ing package. Household characteristics from the 
base year in each city's travel survey [supplied by 
the metropolitan planning organization (MPO)] formed 
the basis of the tr ave~. demand forecasting approach. 
The forecast citywide distributions were translated 
into model inputs to determine their effects on 
household travel behavior by using an iterative 
proportional fitting method. 

Modified household records combined with the 
transportation level-of-service (LOS) forecasts for 
the horizon year drove the travel demand model. 
Transportation LOS parameters included detailed 
specification of transit service and of automobile 
characteristics, including speed, operating costs, 
and emission rates. Both work and nonwork travel 
were separately forecast and reported for households 
in three income classes and three locations within 
the urban area (center city, suburban, and exurban). 

The urban transportation policy analysis package 
(ll'l'PAP) w""' used for case study city travel demand 
forecasts (Figure 6). It included an extended ver
sion, called XRGP, of the short range generalized 
transportation planning (SRGP) model at its core. 
That model used a logit formulation, both for work 
trip mode and for destination and mode choice for 
nonwork trips. The changes in VMT for each class of 
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household (the major output of UTPAP) provided the 
starting point for much of the environmental impact 
analysis. 

SCENARIO 
DEFINED 

INPUT 

STOCK 
MODEL 
INPUT 

HOUSEHOLD 
CHOICE 

MODELING 

EXPANSION 
TO 

AGGREGATE 
TRAVEL 

AGGREGATE 
IMPACTS 

POLICY OR 
MPO INPUT 

FIG URE 6 T APCUT travel demand 
modeling (macro view). 

Technology Characteristics 

The characteristics of vehicles used by household 
were specified in great detail. Three different 
sets of new vehicles were designed for the policy 
tests. Initial price, operating cost, power/weight 
ratio, passenger capacity, fuel economy, and pol
lutant emissions were specified for each vehicle. 
Many of the characteristics were used to determine 
the cost of travel for the modal-choice models. 
Other characteristics, such as power/weight ratio, 
were used only in the vehicle stock model. That 
model determines which kind of automobile will be 
purchased by urban households and the distribution 
of vehicles held by household in forecast years. 

The design of the automobiles reflected both 
policy and scenario considerations. In the in-place 
policy both scenarios were supplied with the same 
initial set of vehicles: there were slight differ
ences in the vehicle mix chosen by households in 
each scenario. Under t~e individual travel strategy 
new car fuel economy was increased as a policy ac
t ion. The increase was modest in scenario III (4 
percent over the in-place policy) and fairly large 
in scenario I (23 percent). In scenario I the aver
age new car fuel economy reached 40 miles per gallon 
in 2000. Specific vehicles, of course, reached 
higher fuel economies: this fuel-economy value in
cludes the effects of consumer choice among the 
vehicles offered for sale. 

New car weight declined in all size classes in 
each technology set, averaging about a 25 percent 
decrease from 1980 new cars. The individual travel 
strategy technology sets had a decrease in average 
new car weight of 10 percent from the in-place pol
icy in scenario I and only 3 percent in scenario 
III. In scenario III consumers chose some automo
biles in 2000 that had actually increased their 
weight. In general, weight decreases were con
strained by the standards for reasonable performance 
(power/weight ratio) in all TAPCUT vehicles. 

Environmental Impacts 

The major focus of this study was to determine the 
environmental impacts associated with energy-conser
vation str~tegies. Consequently, environmental 
impact analysis was quite detailed. Air quality and 
water quality impacts from vehicle production and 
VMT were addressed, as well as the associated health 
effects. Traffic safety and workers safety were 
both estimated. Impacts on all resources, both 
energy and minerals, have been estimated. Further, 
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socioeconomic effects from the changes in travel, in 
production of vehicles, and in the transportation 
infrastructure were also addressed, focusing on the 
t-rAn«pnrt:At:inn industries, subpopulations in urban 
areas, and interest groups. 

Transportation T::nergy-Conservation Strategies 

The first task of the study was to prepare reference 
forecasts, that is, to build a baseline against 
which to compare the energy-conservation strategies. 
The in-place policies were defined as those current 
policies directly bearing on transportation and 
energy consumed in transportation by urban house
holds. Key aspects of in-place policies are sum
marized in Figure 7. Generally, policies were in
terpreted as what was on the books in 1980 plus any 
scheduled changes beyond that time. For example, 
the CAFE requirement for 27.5 miles per qallon in 
new cars by 1985 was now scheduled, but no increases 
beyond that are scheduled. Other important policies 
include the constant dollar value of gasoline taxes7 
this implies an increase in inflated dollars, but 
not in real dollars. 

I FUELS /VEHICLES I AUTO DISINCENTIVES 

!' C~!=~-2?.!!!!I!! !~ H!!! • CO~!!A~'! ~U!:!. "'~~ 
• LIMITED NEW FUELS • NO CHANGE IN PARKING COST 
• LIGHTER VEHICLES 
• NO NEW TRANSIT TECH. 

I LAND USE CONTROLS 

• GROWTH IN SUBURBS 
• CBD SHARE DECLINES 

• NO NEW TAXES 

I GROUP TRAVEL ACTIONS 

• MAINTAIN EXISTING SYSTEMS 
• NEW .SERVICE IN GROWING CITIES 
•FARES RISE TO 1875 LEVEL 
• NO CHANGE FOR CARPOOLS 

FIGURE 7 In-place policy in transportation energy. 

Although automobile technology is expected to 
improve considerably over the 20-year horizon simply 
from forces now in place, transit technology is not 
expected to change much at all by 2000. No exotic 
transit technologies were selected for use in any of 
the typical cities in their own plans, that is, the 
in-place policy for this project. Only slight im
provements to current technologies, such as light 
rail, diesel bus, and rapid rail, were tested. The 
policies regarding elderly and handicapped users of 
transportation were presumed to moderate from their 
1980 versions in such a way as to allow transit 
systems to continue operating, although certain 
resources would be devoted to the provision of spe
cial services for those groups. (The expected 
changes in those policies have since occurred.; 

The in-place policy w~s translated into variables 
that could be changed in the modeling package se
lected for the project. These variables are re
ferred to as policy levers. It was essential to 
define any policy of interest in terms of these 
levers. As shown in Figure 7 the five major classes 
o.f policy levers are fuels and vehicles, economic 
disincentives for automobile travel, group travel 
actions, and land use controls. Other categories of 
policy levers were examined and then excluded from 
the analysis when either no reasonable policy could 
be defined in terms of these levers or there was no 
sufficient theoretical work done to define the rela
tionship between a policy action and a response to 
the action. An example of the first case is exten
sive land use controls that would result in major 
changes in the length of the work trip. An example 
of the second is the relation between telecommunica
tions and transportation. 
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Two strategies were developed, and both were 
aimed at reducing energy consul\lption in urban 
travel. The group travel strategy focused on reduc
tion in enerqv use throuqh increased use of effi
cient group travel modes. The individual travel 
strategy was aimed at that same goal, but achieved 
it through significant improvements in automobile 
technology. As shown in Figure 8, many more levers 
were adjusted for the group tra~Ql strategy than fc~ 

the individual travel strategy. The arrows indicate 
the direction, not the magnitude, of the change. 

The group travel strategy changed the tax on 
automotive fuels and the tax on parking, in one 
instance lowered transit fares, extensively improved 
transit systems, and induced land use changes sup
portive of transit system use. No changes were made 
in automotive technology with respect to the in
place policy. 

I FUELS I VEHICLES 

AUTO llPG "I" 
AUTO WEIGHT ~ 

I LAND UBE CONTROLS 

DENSITY OF DEVELOPMENT ~ 
LENGTH OF WORK TRIP ..[!. 

l AUTO DISINCENTIVES 

FUEL TAX ~ 

PARKING TAX "'fr 

I GROUP TRAVEL ACTIONS 

CAR POOL PARKING iJ'" 
TRANSIT FREQUENCY iJ'" 
TRANSIT LINE HAUL TIME ..(]. 

TRANSIT FARE ~ 

"I" INDIVIDUAL TRAVEL POLICY i:r GROUP TRAVEL POLICY 

FIGURE 8 TAPCUT policy levers. 

The individual travel strategy required only an 
improvement in automobile fuel economy achieved 
through new design for automobiles. In scenario III 
small land use changes that were supportive of auto
mobile use were instituted. 

TAPCUT Fuel Price 

The fuel price in TAPCUT was the result of both 
scenario assumptions and policy changes. The base 
price without taxes was a scenario-specified vari
able. Taxes on that price were a policy variable, 
however. In Figure 9 the net resulting price to the 
consumer is plotted in 1975 dollars for each sce
nario and policy from 1975 until 2000. The price in 
scenario III ($2.55 in 2000) was considerably higher 
than the price in scenario I ($1. 89i. However, the 
tax on fuel under the group travel strategy for 
scenario I was double the rate of the tax for sce
nario III under that policy. As a result the price 
in the year 2000 was nearly the same in each scenar
io under the group travel strategy. 

For scenario III, the higher rate of price in
crease was tied to the limited success in finding 
new domestic sources of oil and the unsatisfactory 
international position of the United States in pur
chasing imports. The technological success in sce
nario I was the main reason behind the lower price 
of the primarily domestically produced fuels. 

As all liquid fuels were competing for the same 
market, it was presumed that there would be rela
tively small variation among fuel pr ices, just as 
now. Thus even if a fuel costs more to produce than 
the average liquid fuel, it would be priced close to 
the predominant fuel in the market. This is reason
able, given the assumption that a few large 
suppliers would provide all the different kinds of 
fuels, such that the cost of one could be balanced 
out by the profits from another cheaper-to-produce 
fuel. 
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FIGURE 9 TAPCUT fuel prices. 

SELECTED ANALYSIS RESULTS 

Aggregate Measures of Travel 

VMT and PMT from urban households in scenario II I 
are plotted in Figure 10. These are annual figures 
and include an estimate of non-home-based travel. 
Under the in-place policy PMT in the aggregate did 
not change much, although VMT increased slightly, 
The forecast metropolitan population change was only 
6 percent from 1980 to 2000 in scenario III, so that 
large growth in travel would not be expected. Never
theless, these plots are nearly flat (O.l percent 
change in PMT, 3.5 percent change in VMT), primarily 
as a result of increase in the price of travel. 
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FIGURE 10 Aggregate travel demand result in scenario lll 
under in-place policy. 

In scenario I, where metropolitan population 
grows 17 percent and households are wealthier, per
son travel increases 7,6 percent over 20 years and 
vehicle travel increases 17 percent. 

The strategies affected aggregate travel measures 
differently. The ~roup travel strategy resulted in 
a 23 percent decrease in VMT with respect to the 
in-place policy in both scenarios; but PMT increased 
in scenario I by 0.6 percent, yet decreased nearly 
10 percent in scenario III. This difterence in the 
scenario results under the same strategy suggests 
that the households located in the denser land pat
terns of scenario I can satisfy travel needs more 
easily on satisfactory transit. Some of this dif
ference is explained by the policy action in see-
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nario III that only resulted in a 14 percent de
crease in average work trip length. In scenario I, 
however, changes in PMT occurred only in nonwork 
(discretionary) travel, as work trip length and 
frequency were unchanged by the policy action. 

The individual travel strategy had virtually no 
effect on the aggregate travel measures of VMT and 
PMT. The fuel-economy increases, al though notable, 
did not affect out-of-pocket expens~s sufficiently 
to increase travel demand. Households chose slightly 
larger automobiles that had satisfactory fuel eco
nomy, but not the best fuel economy available; the 
net effect was no change in out-of-pocket expenses 
relative to those under the in-place policies. 

Examination of costs of the strategies and the 
tax and fare revenues generated indicated that costs 
were BO percent, whereas revenues fell 40 percent, 
under the in-place policies. This situation was 
worse under the individual travel strategy but 
reversed under the group travel strategy. In the 
latter strategy transit fares covered operating 
costs and gasoline tax revenues covered projected 
capital expenditures (~). 

Energy Consumption 

Figures 11.and 12 show the total direct energy con
sumption under all three policies in each scenario. 
Even under the in-place policy energy use for urban 
transportation declined signif icantly--about 40 
percent from 1980 to 2000. Further, under each 
policy energy consumption declined still more. The 
lowered energy use per trip, which resulted from 
fuel-efficient vehicles, explains much of this re
duction in total use. The increase in the price of 
automobile travel without large increases in transit 
service also figures in the decline in energy use 
under the in-place policy Cll • 
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FIGURE 11 Direct energy consumption by urban 
households for local travel in scenario I. 

Under the group travel strategy direct energy 
consumption was reduced 25 percent compared to the 
in-place policy in 2000 in scenario I. The decrease 
was 18 percent in scenario III (see Table 1). Direct 
energy savings were less under the individual travel 
strategy, but still significant--19 percent in sce
nario I and 7 percent in scenario III. However, 
when direct and indirect energy consumption are both 
included, the energy savings from the individual 
travel strategy diminishes considerably--9 percent 
in scenario I and only 1 percent in scenario III. 
The group travel strategy decreases remain the same. 
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FIGURE 13 Comparison between direct and 
indirect energy use for urban travel in 
scenario III under individual travel 
policy. 

TABLE 1 Selected TAPCUT Results: Changes in Aggregate Travel and Energy for National 
Metropolitan Travel 

Percentage Change in 

Direct Indirect Total 
Policies and Years Compared Scenario VMT PMT Energy Energy Energy 

In-place policy 1980 to in-place policy 2000 I 
III 

In-place policy 2000 to gro u p travel policy 2000 I 
Ill 

In-place policy 2000 to individual travel policy 2000 I 
Ill 

Note: The total metropoli tan population differs in each scenario. 

On a passenger mile basis (rather than lane mile) 
automobiles and highways are more energy intensive 
to produce than buses and light rail systems, the 
dominant TAPCUT transit modes. 

The relationship between direct energy consump
tion (i.e., for vehicie operation) and indirect 
energy consumption (i.e., for manufacture of vehi 
cles, fuels, and roadways) changed over time (Figure 
13). Indirect energy accounted for nearly 40 per
cent of the total energy expended for urban t r ans
portation under the individual travel strategy. 
Under scenario I use of synthetic fuel increased the 
indirect energy total. F!..!rther r t he more fuel-eff i 
c ient vehicles were more energy intensive to pro
duce. Increased use of transit under the group 
t r ~v~l oc£dt~yy UiG not change the ~elationship 

between indirect and direct energy as significantly. 
Even the more energy-intensive for~s of trons\t are 
less energy intensive than automobile manufacture. 
Petroleum savings are greatest under the group 
travel strategy in scenario I. Energy savings are 
greatest, however, in scenario III. Petroleum sav
ings achieved through fuel substitution (as in sce
nario I) exact a price in the form of higher con
sumpt ion of other fuels (8) • These last three 
figures taken together indicate that energy savings 
can be achieved in many different ways, but the 
costs of achieving the savings vary significantly. 

The relationship between energy use and total 
trips per person is shown in Figure 14 for scenario 
I. There it can be seen t t).at trips increased under 
the individual travel strategy, even though energy 
use was decreasing significantly. This is a contrast 
to the group travel strategy, where both trips and 
energy use declined, the latter even more dramati
cally than under the individual travel strategy. 
Trips per person can be interpreted as a measure of 
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mobility, although not a complete measure, which 
indicates that the greater energy savings of the 
group travel strategy was at the expense of slight 
decreases in mobility . Only t r ansit and a utomobile 
trips by household members (and not pedestrian 
travel ) are included i n th i s figu r e . 
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FIGURE 14 Change in trips and direct energy 
for travel in scenario I. 

Health Effects: Air Quality 

The health effects from vehicle operation have been 
e s timated on a city-s pecific basis. The health 
effects were related to pollutant emissions from the 
vehicles, including carbon monoxide , ozone , nitrogen 
oxides, particulates, and hydrocarbons. Health 
effects were measured in terms of excess deaths, 
hours of discomfort, and morbidity. These changes 
were estimated for various groups in the popul a t i on , 
including groups more sensitive to each of the pol -
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lutants. Health effects caused by carbon monoxide 
were given considerable attentioni both ambient 
exposure for the region and specific periods of 
exposure from travel in each portion of an urban 
region were included (9). 

The bulk of the CO-emission reductions from auto
mobiles went into effect in the 1980 model year, 
with the 7.0 g/mile standard for automobiles. That 
reduction has the largest single beneficial impact 
on health effects of all variables considered. If 
that reduction is maintained, differences in strat
egy effects are fairly small at the national level. 
However, if either the vehicle emissions return to 
pre-1980 levels or significant VMT increases beyond 
the TAPCUT forecast occur (e.g., because of lower 
fuel prices), the forecast reductions in deleterious 
health effects are unlikely to occur. City differ
ences were evident herei Sprawlburg CO emissions 
begin to rise in 2000 in scenario III. In that 
scenario population growth was highest for Sprawl
burg, and CO emission standards were not made more 
stringent after 1980. Discomfort from CO emissions 
was projected to rise from 1990 to 2000, thus ap
proaching 1980 levels. Megatown and Slowtown had no 
such in9reases in any forecast. 

T r affic Safety 

Figure 15 shows the effect of the changing automo
bile fleet on traffic safety. Specifically, fatal
ities per million population caused by vehicles in 
urban areas are plotted alongside the amount of VMT 
in small vehicles for the in-place policy. These 
values are for one of the typical cities that is 
most similar to national trends. The graph demon
strates the strong relationship between small car 
VMT and the fatality rate. Unless there is a de
crease in the rate per million vehicle miles of 
fatalities in small cars with respect to the other 
size vehicles, then the forecast switch to small
sized vehicles will bring with it an increase in 
overall fatality rates. Speculation about changes 
in severity and frequency of accidents when there 
are more small cars in the fleet suggests that the 
rates may go downi however, there is currently no 
empirical basis for making these conclusions (!Q). 
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FIGURE 15 Traffic safety impacts and small car use in 
scenario I under in-place policy in Megatown. 

Economic Impact s 

The economic a nalysis addre ssed the quest i on of 
whether the conservation policies were really pro
ductive. The result was that they were productive 
at the scale o f national economic activ ity. No 
impacts on industries outside transportation were 
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projected. Within transportation industries, such 
as highway construction and bus manufacture, growth 
was expected to correspond to the strategy. Changes 
to the balance of trade were estimated and were 
found to be small relative to the other factors that 
influence the balance of trade. 

One caution is that only changes from metropoli
tan area travel and vehicle production were fore
cast. Metropolitan households hold three-quarters 
of the automobile stock, so automobile production 
impacts are probably dominated by the market stud
ied. However, nonmetropoli tan household automobile 
travel, all intercity travel, and all goods movement 
are excluded from consideration in TAPCUT . Impacts 
from decreases in vacation travel, for example, that 
might occur with TAPCUT's high fuel prices, are 
excluded from the analysis, thereby limiting the 
conclusion about the productivity of the strategies. 
Because of interactions among the four travel mar
kets, of which one was studied, it is difficult to 
draw conclusions about the net effects on all 
travel. Goods movement might increase as delivery 
trucks are subst i tuted for personal cars in shop
ping, whereas i ntercity au t omobile travel might 
decrease. 

Phy sical Environment Impacts 

Overall, the group travel strategy is significantly 
less harmful to the environment than either the 
in-place policy or the individual travel strategy. 
Analysis of the impacts of air quality, water qual
ity, and toxic pollutants at a city level support 
this conclusion. The reduction in VMT is the 
strongest explanation for the dominance of t6e group 
travel strategy, coupled with the absence of any new 
pollution problems under that strategy. The 
forecasts of impact are sensitive to the VMT 
forecasti in Sprawlburg cities, where VMT and 
population are growing rapidly, air quality begins 
to deteriorate after 1990. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The TAPCUT project began with three goals: a des
cription of several alternative strategies that 
promote energy conservation in the urban passenger 
transportation sector, a better understanding of 
t he e nvironmental impacts of such stra tegies, and an 
ident ific at ion of t he constraints to t he implemen
tation of such strategies. The conclusions are 
stated in terms of these goals. 

1. Two distinct approaches to saving energy in 
urban passenger transportation have been defined in 
realistic terms. Both approaches resulted in energy 
savings beyond policies currently in effect. In 
terms of national economic activity, both are pro
ductive conservation policies. However, the total 
vehicular trips by households was decreased under 
the strategy (group travel) that saved the most 
energy. The reduction in trips could be construed as 
nonproductive because of life-style changes imposed 
on some households. A further productivity consid
eration is that the group travel strategy raised 
enough revenues to pay for the capital and operating 
costs incurred for roads and transit, whereas the 
individual travel strategy worsened the deficits 
projected under the in-place policies. 

2. The policy that focused on group travel was 
more benign than the others tested on environmental 
grounds. That is, however, the same strategy that 
lowered trips per person with respect to the in
place policy. It is clear that the assumed motor 
vehicle emission standards played an important part 
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in this conclusion, however. Improvements in fuel 
economy were decoupled from emissions rates in 
TAPCUT technologies within the selected performance 
specifications for personal automobiles. Failure to 
meet the currently mandated emission standards could 
significantly worsen the environmental impacts of 
the individual travel strategy, where fuel economy 
was raised to its highest value. 

3. Some barriers to implementation of energy
saving policies have been identified. The individual 
travel strategy requires a healthy automobile in
dustry that is able to systematically improve new 
cars over a 20-year period and anticipate some 
shifts in consumer preference for vehicle size and 
propulsion system. The strong, government-supported 
research and development element tested under this 
strategy increased industry vitality. The current 
abrupt shifts in government policy toward industry 
may add to the many barriers internal to the in 
dustry, especially in the area of long-term research 
and development. The group travel strategy requires 
cooperation by various levels of government, as the 
service improvements were financed from fuel tax 
revenues. The organizational structure of service 
providers may have to change to a more competitive 
system to be sufficiently flexible to serve new 
markets. 

The land use controls hypothesized, although 
modest in their net effect, constitute a signiricant 
directed change in growth patterns. Tools to imple
ment the changes proposed under both policies have 
been suggested, but further examination of them is 
warranted, given the importance of activity patterns 
in using the group travel modes effectively. 

Imposition of the gasoline and parking taxes 
listed under group travel, although they were effec
tive in the simulation, would be unpopular with 
several groups. These taxes did demonstrate the 
magnitude of change in the transportation taxing 
structure necessary to produce significant changes 
in travel behavior. Previous limited experience 
with economic disincentives (taxes) for automobile 
travel as transportation control measures has 
elicited a strong reluctance on the part of local 
governments to implement them. 
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